
About KOKET
Love Happened over a simple sketch of a chair in a New York City Lounge over cocktails. As the grace of the pen took
to the paper the desire to possess and create other pieces with the same empowerment became euphoric.
KOKET is devotion to the seduction of the exquisite and to the provocation of love. Highly influenced by the
decorative arts, fashion, flora and fauna, forms and  decorative techniques from the glamorous eras reappear in the
most sophisticated versions of contemporary trends. KOKET brings empowering style to a highly edited unique
collection of furniture, passing on a sense of entitlement, exclusivity and prestige.
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Design and seduction are one with KOKET’s lustful set design from Fifty Shades of Grey and 
opulent display of tempting new pieces, at the upcoming High Point Spring Market, taking place 
this April 18th to the 23rd. 

KOKET’s lavish display in Inter Hall, booth IH112, will feature the real stars of Fifty Shades, the 
Desire Chair and Eternity Sconce, alongside daring new designs. 

Spring Seduction 
at High Point with KOKET 

 KOKET graces High Point Spring Market with sultry set 
design seen in the box office hit Fifty Shades of Grey.
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Desire Chair
The yearning ignites with the provocative design of the Desire chair. A matt gold hammered 
brass band outlines its silky satin curves the way the mind outlines the female desire.

Eternity Sconce
The soft shimmer of the crystal from the Eternity Sconce casts a sensual glow upon a room. The 
clear crystals are decadently wrapped in a complimenting polished brass. 
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ETERNITY | SCONCE

DESIRE | CHAIR



Camilia Armoire
Designed passionately and exquisitely by the incomparable talents powering Koket. The Camilia 
was created to grace the most regal of dining rooms with its elegance and splendor. Inspired by the 
aristocratic palaces of the Alexandrian pashas of Egypt, the mother of pearl Camilia is crowned by 
artisan hand-carved peacock, meticulously engraved and delicately finished in gold leaf. 
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After the star-struck feeling fades from getting up close and personal with the pieces from 
Christian Grey’s apartment, guests will be lusting after the golden Camilia Armoire, enchanting 
Spellbound cabinet and curvy Besame chair, exposed for the first time at High Point. 
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SPELLBOUND | CABINET BESAME | CHAIR

CAMILIA | ARMOIRE
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Shannon Sherlin 
Public Relations Associate USA 

International Market Centers selected two exquisite KOKET pieces, the Guilt mirror (also in Fifty 
Shades) and Vivre chandelier, to be exclusively displayed at High Point in the TRENDWATCH 
product showcase Shock & Awe that captures the raw wonder of Earth’s force, strength and 
unpredictability. 
This year, visit KOKET in the prestigious Inter Hall, booth IH112, along with our sister brands 
from DeMorais International: Boca do Lobo, BRABBU, DelightFULL, Maison Valentina and Miyabi 
Casa. 
Decadence and desire are just days away…

shannon@bykoket.com
p: 1.703.369.3324

Sara Meneses
Public Relations Associate WORLD
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